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Abstract
We work here with the linear span LðkÞt of Hall–Littlewood polynomials indexed by
partitions whose ﬁrst part is no larger than k: The sequence of spaces LðkÞt yields a ﬁltration of
the space L of symmetric functions in an inﬁnite alphabet X : In joint work with Lascoux [4] we
gave a combinatorial construction of a family of symmetric polynomials fAðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk; with
N½t-integral Schur function expansions, which we conjectured to yield a basis for LðkÞt : Our
primary motivation for this construction is to provide a positive integral factorization of the
Macdonald q; t-Kostka matrix. More precisely, we conjecture that the connection coefﬁcients
expressing the Hall–Littlewood or Macdonald polynomials belonging to LðkÞt in terms of the
basis fAðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk are polynomials in N½q; t: We give here a purely algebraic construction
of a new family fsðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk of polynomials in L
ðkÞ
t which we conjecture is identical to
fAðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk: We prove that fs
ðkÞ
l ½X ; tgl1pk is in fact a basis of L
ðkÞ
t and derive several
further properties including that s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t reduces to the Schur function sl½X  for sufﬁciently
large k: We also state a number of conjectures which reveal that the polynomials
fsðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk are in fact the natural analogues of Schur functions for the space L
ðkÞ
t :
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let L be the ring of symmetric functions in the variables x1; x2;y; with
coefﬁcients in Qðq; tÞ; for parameters q and t: The Schur functions, sl½X ; form a
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fundamental basis of L; with central roles in ﬁelds such as representation theory
and algebraic geometry. For example, the Schur functions can be identiﬁed with
the characters of irreducible representations of the symmetric group, and
their products are equivalent to the Pieri formulas for multiplying Schubert
varieties in the intersection ring of a Grassmannian. Furthermore, the
connection coefﬁcients of the Schur function basis with various bases such as
the homogeneous symmetric functions, the Hall–Littlewood polynomials,
and the Macdonald polynomials, are positive and have representation theoretic
interpretations. In the case of the Macdonald polynomials, Hl½X ; q; t; this
expansion takes the form
Hl½X ; q; t ¼
X
m
Kmlðq; tÞsm½X ; Kmlðq; tÞAN½q; t; ð1:1Þ
where Kmlðq; tÞ are known as the q; t-Kostka polynomials. The representation
theoretic interpretation for these polynomials is given in [1,2].
Here, we consider the ﬁltration Lð1Þt DL
ð2Þ
t D?DL
ðNÞ
t ¼ L; given by linear spans
of Hall–Littlewood polynomials indexed by k-bounded partitions. That is,
LðkÞt ¼LfHl½X ; tgl;l1pk; k ¼ 1; 2; 3;y :
In [4], jointly with Lascoux, we gave a purely combinatorial construction
of a family of symmetric polynomials fAðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk with the Schur function
expansion
A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼
X
mXl
v
ðkÞ
ml ðtÞsm½X ; vðkÞml ðtÞAN½t; ð1:2Þ
which we conjectured formed a basis of LðkÞt yielding the following remarkable
decomposition of a Macdonald polynomial indexed by a k-bounded partition:
Hl½X ; q; t ¼
X
m;m1pk
K
ðkÞ
ml ðq; tÞAðkÞm ½X ; t; K ðkÞml ðq; tÞAN½q; t: ð1:3Þ
Such a reﬁnement of the decomposition in (1.1) has been the primary goal of
our investigations. We were led to the construction of the polynomials A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t
by a close analysis of tableaux combinatorics under ‘‘katabolism’’ [4]. We
discovered that, in a sense that can be made precise, the polynomials A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t;
represent an ‘‘atomic’’ decomposition of the space LðkÞt and are characterized by the
additional requirement that A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t; when embedded in Lðk
0Þ
t for k
04k; has the
decomposition
A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ Aðk
0Þ
l ½X ; t þ
X
m4l
v
ðk-k0Þ
ml ðtÞAðk
0Þ
m ½X ; t; with vðk-k
0Þ
ml ðtÞAN½t: ð1:4Þ
In [4], the combinatorics of the construction led to a number of conjectures revealing
that the ‘‘Atoms’’ A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t have a remarkable kinship with classical Schur functions
extending some of their fundamental properties. Yet the combinatorial setting, while
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fertile for intuition and computer experimentation, lagged somewhat in
mechanisms of proof. In this paper, we give a purely algebraic construction
of a family fsðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk we call ‘‘k-Schur functions’’ which we conjecture is
identical to the family of atoms fAðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk and prove some of their properties
which were only conjectures for the atoms. We show here that our k-Schur functions
fsðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk are triangularly related to the Hall–Littlewood basis fHl½X ; tgl1pk
and, in particular, form a basis for the space LðkÞt : We also show here that ex-
pansions (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) with A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t replaced by sðkÞl ½X ; t do hold for k ¼ 2
(Section 7) and in the general case, with N½t and N½q; t replaced by Z½t
and Z½q; t:
Formally, the deﬁnition of s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t is quite simple. Indeed, for a k-bounded
partition l ¼ ðl1;y; lcÞ; we let:
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ %T ðkÞl1 Bl1? %T
ðkÞ
lc
Blc 
 1; ð1:5Þ
where the operators Ba were introduced in [3] to recursively build the Hall–
Littlewood polynomials. More precisely,
H
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ Bl1?Blc 
 1:
The complexity of our k-Schur functions is encoded in the deﬁnition of the operators
%T
ðkÞ
m which requires the construction of an auxiliary basis fGðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk for L
ðkÞ
t :
This done, %T
ðkÞ
m is simply deﬁned by setting
%T ðkÞm G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t if l1 ¼ m;
0 otherwise:
(
ð1:6Þ
Our construction of G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t is best understood by working ﬁrst under
the specialization t ¼ 1: To this end, we associate to any k-bounded partition
l a sequence of partitions, l-k ¼ ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;y; lðrÞÞ; called the k-split of l:
The sequence l-k is obtained by partitioning l (without rearranging the
entries) into partitions lðiÞ with main hook-length equal to k; for all ior:
The last partition in l-k may have main hook-length less than k: It is
important to note that l-k ¼ ðlÞ when the main hook-length of l is pk (see the
examples in formula (2.4)). This given, we let G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; 1 be the ordinary Schur
function product
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; 1 ¼ slð1Þ ½X slð2Þ ½X ?slðrÞ ½X : ð1:7Þ
We call these ‘‘k-split’’ polynomials. The construction of our k-split polynomials for
ta1 relies on a t-extension of Schur function products. We simply set
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ Blð1ÞBlð2Þ?BlðrÞ 
 1; ð1:8Þ
where the Bl’s are certain ‘‘vertex’’ operators introduced in [7,9,11]. It happens,
remarkably, that not all of the k-Schur functions need to be constructed using (1.5).
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We proved in [5] that for each k; there is a subset of s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t; called the irreducible k-
Schur functions, from which all other k-Schur functions may be constructed by
simply applying a succession of operators. The elements of this set are the k-Schur
functions, which we call ‘‘k-irreducible’’, indexed by a partition with no more than i
parts equal to k  i: To construct sðkÞl ½X ; t; we simply split the given partition l as
the partition rearrangement
l ¼ R1,R2,?,Rc,m;
where the Ri’s are rectangularly shaped partitions of the form ðikþ1iÞ; and m is k-
irreducible. This given, we have
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ tcBR1BR2yBRcsðkÞm ½X ; t with cAN; ð1:9Þ
with the BRi vertex operators [12] associated to partitions of rectangular shape.
We should note that the case t ¼ 1 is quite interesting in itself. In fact, the Hall–
Littlewood polynomials at t ¼ 1 reduce to the complete symmetric functions
Hl½X ; 1 ¼ hl1 ½X hl2 ½X ?hlc ½X 
and LðkÞt reduces to the polynomial ring L
ðkÞ ¼ Q½h1;y; hk: Each of the properties
held by the k-Schur functions has a specialization in this subring. In particular, since
the vertex operator BRi is simply multiplication by the Schur function sRi ; (1.9)
reduces to
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ sR1 ½X sR2 ½X ysRc ½X sðkÞm ½X : ð1:10Þ
The irreducible k-Schur functions thus constitute a natural basis for the quotient ring
LðkÞt =Ik; where Ik is the ideal generated by Schur functions indexed by partitions of
the form ðikþ1iÞ:
We should emphasize that the conjectured equality A
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ sðkÞl ½X ; t implicitly
transfers all the properties and conjectures from atoms to k-Schur functions and vice
versa. As a note of caution the reader should be aware of notational differences in
[4], in particular Vk in [4] is L
ðkÞ
t here and Sl½X  there is sl½X  here. Tables of the
coefﬁcients v
ðkÞ
l;mðtÞ and K ðkÞl;m ðq; tÞ are included in Section 8. They may be computed by
the algorithms given in [4] as well as the formulas given here. They not only illustrate
our conjectures but also reveal the further inequalities
0DK ðkÞl;m ðq; tÞDK ðk
0Þ
l;m ðq; tÞ;
which are implicitly implied by (1.3) and (1.4). Here, for two polynomials
P; QAZ½q; t; PDQ means Q  PAN½q; t:
Our assertion that the k-Schur functions are natural extensions of classical
Schur functions is based on ﬁndings that go well beyond the simple identity
s
ðNÞ
l ½X ; t=sl½X : In extending to k-Schur functions well-known properties of Schur
functions, we have discovered analogues of Pieri and Littlewood Richardson rules
and a k-analog of partition conjugation. In particular, the multiplicative action of h1
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led us to a k-analog of the Young Lattice. We have also observed that s
ðkÞ
l ½X þ Y ; t;
when expanded in terms of the bases fsðkÞl ½X ; tgl1pk and fs
ðkÞ
l ½Y ; tgl1pk; has
coefﬁcients in N½t: This is a special property of Schur functions that is not shared by
Hall–Littlewood or Macdonald polynomials.
The article proceeds as follows: after the introduction of basic deﬁnitions in
Section 2, the case t ¼ 1 is addressed in Sections 3–5. Although some of what
appears in these section can be obtained from the results in Sections 6 and 7, owing
to its greater simplicity, we ﬁnd it pedagogical to treat the case t ¼ 1 independently.
In Section 6, an important property of the generalized Schur products is used.
However, the proof has been relegated to the appendix, where known properties of
these products including a Morris-type recursion can also be found.
2. Deﬁnitions
2.1. Partitions
Symmetric polynomials are indexed by partitions, sequences of nonnegative
integers l ¼ ðl1; l2;yÞ with l1Xl2X?: The number of nonzero parts in l is
denoted cðlÞ and the degree of l is jlj ¼ l1 þ?þ lcðlÞ: We say that l is a partition
of n; denoted lAn; if jlj ¼ n: We use the dominance order on partitions with jlj ¼
jmj; where lpm when l1 þ?þ lipm1 þ?þ mi for all i: Given two partitions l and
m; l,m stands for the partition rearrangement of the parts of l and m: Note that if
lpm and npo; then l,npm,o:
Any partition l has an associated Ferrers diagram with li lattice squares in the ith
row, from the bottom to top. For example,
ð2:1Þ
For each cell s ¼ ði; jÞ in the diagram of l; let c0ðsÞ; cðsÞ; aðsÞ and a0ðsÞ be,
respectively, the number of cells in the diagram of l to the south, north, east and
west of the cell s: The hook-length of any cell in l is hsðlÞ ¼ cðsÞ þ aðsÞ þ 1: In the
example, hð1;2Þð4; 2Þ ¼ 2þ 1þ 1: The main hook-length of l; hMðlÞ; is the hook-
length of the cell s ¼ ð1; 1Þ in the diagram of l: Therefore, hMðð4; 2ÞÞ ¼ 5:
The conjugate l0 of a partition l is deﬁned by the reﬂection of the Ferrers diagram
about the main diagonal. For example, the conjugate of ð4; 2Þ is
ð2:2Þ
A skew shape l=m is the diagram obtained by deleting the diagram of m from l:
ð2:3Þ
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A partition l is said to be k-bounded if its ﬁrst part is not larger than k; i.e, if l1pk:
We associate to any k-bounded partition l a sequence of partitions, l-k ¼
ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;y; lðrÞÞ; called the k-split of l: l-k is obtained by partitioning l (with-
out rearranging the entries) into partitions lðiÞ where hMðlðiÞÞ ¼ k; for all ior:
For example, ð3; 2; 2; 2; 1; 1Þ-3 ¼ ðð3Þ; ð2; 2Þ; ð2; 1Þ; ð1ÞÞ and ð3; 2; 2; 2; 1; 1Þ-4 ¼
ðð3; 2Þ; ð2; 2; 1Þ; ð1ÞÞ: Equivalently, the diagram of l is cut horizontally into partitions
with main hook-length k:
ð2:4Þ
The last partition in the sequence l-k may have main hook-length less than k: It is
important to note that l-k ¼ ðlÞ when hMðlÞpk:
2.2. Symmetric functions
The power sum piðx1; x2;yÞ is
piðx1; x2;yÞ ¼ xi1 þ xi2 þ? ð2:5Þ
and for a partition l ¼ ðl1; l2;yÞ;
plðx1; x2;yÞ ¼ pl1ðx1; x2;yÞpl2ðx1; x2;yÞ? : ð2:6Þ
We employ the notation of l-rings, needing only the formal ring of symmetric
functions L to act on the ring of rational functions in x1;y; xN ; q; t; with coefﬁcients
in R: The action of a power sum pi on a rational function is, by deﬁnition,
pi
P
a cauaP
b dbvb
" #
¼
P
a cau
i
aP
b dbv
i
b
; ð2:7Þ
with ca; dbAR and ua; vb monomials in x1;y; xN ; q; t: Since the power sums form a
basis of the ring L; any symmetric function has a unique expression in terms of
power sums, and (2.7) extends to an action of L on rational functions. In particular,
f ½X ; the action of a symmetric function f on the monomial X ¼ x1 þ?þ xN ; is
simply f ðx1;y; xNÞ: In the remainder of the article, we will always consider the
number of variables N to be inﬁnite, unless otherwise speciﬁed.
The complete symmetric function hr½X  is
hr½X  ¼
X
1pi1pi2p?pir
xi1xi2?xir ð2:8Þ
and hl½X  stands for the homogeneous symmetric function
hl½X  ¼ hl1 ½X hl2 ½X ? : ð2:9Þ
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In the same way, the elementary symmetric function er½X  is
er½X  ¼
X
1pi1oi2o?oir
xi1xi2?xir ð2:10Þ
and el½X  stands for
el½X  ¼ el1 ½X el2 ½X ? : ð2:11Þ
Although the Schur functions may be characterized in many ways, here it will be
convenient to use the Jacobi–Trudi determinantal expression:
sl½X  ¼ det hliþj1½X 
 
1pi;jpcðlÞ¼ det el0iþj1½X 
 
1pi; jpcðlÞ
; ð2:12Þ
where hr½X  ¼ er½X  ¼ 0 if ro0: Note, in particular, sr½X  ¼ hr½X  and s1r ½X  ¼ er½X :
The homomorphism o; which is an involution on L; is deﬁned by
oðhr½X Þ ¼ er½X  ð2:13Þ
and is such that oðsl½X Þ ¼ sl0 ½X :
We recall that the Macdonald scalar product, /;Sq;t; on L#Qðq; tÞ is deﬁned by
setting
/pl½X ; pm½X Sq;t ¼ dlmzl
YcðlÞ
i¼1
1 qli
1 tli ; ð2:14Þ
where for a partition l with miðlÞ parts equal to i; we associate the number
zl ¼ 1m1m1!2m2m2!?: ð2:15Þ
When q ¼ t; this scalar product does not depend on a parameter and then
satisﬁes
/sl½X ; sm½X S ¼ dlm: ð2:16Þ
The Macdonald integral forms Jl½X ; q; t are uniquely characterized [8] by
ðiÞ /Jl; JmSq;t ¼ 0 if lam; ð2:17Þ
ðiiÞ Jl½X ; q; t ¼
X
mpl
vlmðq; tÞsm½X  with vlmðq; tÞAQðq; tÞ; ð2:18Þ
ðiiiÞ vllðq; tÞ ¼
Y
sAl
ð1 qaðsÞtcðsÞþ1Þ: ð2:19Þ
Here, we use a modiﬁcation of the Macdonald integral forms that is obtained by
setting
Hl½X ; q; t ¼ Jl½X=ð1 tÞ; q; t ¼
X
m
Kmlðq; tÞsm½X ; ð2:20Þ
with the coefﬁcients Kmlðq; tÞAN½q; t known as the q; t-Kostka polynomials.
In the case q ¼ 0; Jl½X ; q; t reduces to the Hall–Littlewood polynomial,
Jl½X ; q; t ¼ Ql½X ; t: Again, we shall use a modiﬁcation of the Hall–Littlewood
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polynomials,
Hl½X ; t ¼ Hl½X ; 0; t ¼ Ql½X=ð1 tÞ; t ¼ sl½X  þ
X
m4l
KmlðtÞsm½X ; ð2:21Þ
with the coefﬁcients KmlðtÞAN½t known as the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials. Then,
in the limit t ¼ 1; we have Hl½X ; 1 ¼ hl½X ; giving
hl½X  ¼ Hl½X ; 1 ¼ sl½X  þ
X
m4l
Kmlsm½X ; ð2:22Þ
with the coefﬁcients KmlAN known as the Kostka numbers.
For partitions l and m; we have
sl½X sm½X  ¼
X
r:jrj¼jljþjmj
c
r
lmsr½X ; ð2:23Þ
where the coefﬁcients c
r
lmAN are the Littlewood–Richardson coefﬁcients. They
satisfy
Property 1. cl,mlm ¼ 1; and crlm ¼ 0 unless l,mpr and ðl0,m0Þ0Xr:
Proof. The unitriangular relation (2.22) gives
sl½X  ¼ hl½X  þ
X
m4l
K1ml hm½X ; ð2:24Þ
which implies
sl½X sm½X  ¼
X
nXl;gXm
K1nl K
1
gm hn,g½X  ¼ hl,m þ
X
r4l,m
d
r
lmhr; ð2:25Þ
since nXl and gXm imply n,gXl,m: Then, from (2.22), cl,mlm ¼ 1 and crlm ¼ 0
unless l,mpr: Similarly, it can be shown that ðl0,m0Þ0Xr by applying the
involution o to (2.22). &
The Pieri rules are the cases m ¼ ðrÞ and m ¼ ð1rÞ of expression (2.23). Then
hr½X sl½X  ¼
X
m
sm½X  and er½X sl½X  ¼
X
n
sn½X ; ð2:26Þ
where the sums run over all m’s sand n’s such that m=l and n=l are, respectively, a
horizontal r-strip and a vertical r-strip.
3. The k-Schur functions
Here, and in the following section, we study the space LðkÞt when t ¼ 1: In this case,
the subspace reduces to a subring of L; deﬁned by
LðkÞ ¼ LðkÞt¼1 ¼Lfhl½X gl;l1pk ¼Lfel½X gl;l1pk: ð3:1Þ
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The last equality holds since the determinantal expression (2.12) of sr½X  ¼ hr½X ; in
terms of elementary functions, gives only terms of the type ei½X ; where ipr and vice
versa.
3.1. k-split polynomials
Our construction relies on the introduction of a family of symmetric polynomials
called the k-split polynomials. If l-k ¼ ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;y; lðnÞÞ is the k-split of a
k-bounded partition l; then we deﬁne the k-split polynomial by
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ slð1Þ ½X slð2Þ ½X ?slðnÞ ½X : ð3:2Þ
A number of properties can be derived from this deﬁnition. For example, because
l-k ¼ ðlÞ when hMðlÞpk; it follows immediately that
Property 2.
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ sl½X  for hMðlÞpk: ð3:3Þ
Moreover, since G
ðkÞ
l ½X  is the product slð1Þ ½X ?slðnÞ ½X ; Property 1 of the
Littlewood–Richardson rule applied repeatedly implies that l ¼ lð1Þ,?,lðnÞ must
index the minimal element in the Schur function expansion of G
ðkÞ
l ½X : That is,
Property 3. For any k-bounded partition l;
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ sl½X  þ
X
m4l
a
ðkÞ
lm sm½X ; aðkÞlm AN: ð3:4Þ
Finally, since ðk; lÞ-k ¼ ððkÞ; l-kÞ where ðk; lÞ ¼ ðk; l1; l2;yÞ; we have
Property 4. For any k-bounded partition l;
sk½X GðkÞl ½X  ¼ GðkÞk;l ½X : ð3:5Þ
In addition to having these properties, the k-split polynomials form a basis for the
subring LðkÞ:
Theorem 5. fGðkÞl ½X gl1pk forms a basis for LðkÞ:
Proof. LðkÞ is the linear span of homogeneous symmetric functions over all k-
bounded partitions. Since the elements G
ðkÞ
l ½X  are also indexed by k-bounded
partitions and by Property 3, are linearly independent, it sufﬁces to show that these
elements lie in LðkÞ: That is, for a k-bounded partition l; we must be able to expand
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  in terms of hm1 ½X hm2 ½X ?; where mipk for all i: Observe that any entry hj ½X 
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in the determinantal expression (2.12) for sn½X  can be indexed by j no larger than
n1 þ cðnÞ  1 ¼ hMðnÞ: Since GðkÞl ½X  ¼ slð1Þ ½X slð2Þ ½X ? with hMðlðiÞÞpk for all i;
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  is a product of determinants having entries hj½X ; with jpk: &
We now have that G
ðkÞ
l ½X ALðkÞ for all k-bounded partitions l: Therefore, these
polynomials can be expanded in terms of hm½X  with m1pk: In fact, since GðkÞl ½X  is
unitriangularly related to sl½X  by Property 3, and sl is unitriangularly related to
hl½X  (2.22), we have
Property 6.
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ hl½X  þ
X
m4l
m1pk
g
ðkÞ
lm hm½X ; gðkÞlmAZ: ð3:6Þ
3.2. k-Schur functions
Although the k-split polynomials form a basis for LðkÞ; they do not
have the fundamental role for LðkÞ that the Schur functions have for L: For
example, since
s2½X Gð3Þ3;1;1½X  ¼ Gð3Þ3;2;1;1½X   Gð3Þ3;2;2½X 
reveals a negative coefﬁcient, the k-split basis does not satisfy a reﬁnement of the
Pieri Rule. Additionally, there are no partitions m such that the involution o sends
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  to a single element GðkÞm ½X  as with the Schur functions. However, these
polynomials do play a key role in the construction of our Schur analog, s
ðkÞ
l ½X : The
intricacy of our deﬁnition stems from the use of a projection operator, T
ðkÞ
j ; acting
linearly on LðkÞt and deﬁned by
T
ðkÞ
j G
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼
G
ðkÞ
l ½X  if l1 ¼ j;
0 otherwise:
(
ð3:7Þ
Note that this projection operator sends an element of LðkÞ into an
element belonging to the linear span of k-split polynomials whose ﬁrst parts
are all equal to j: We can now introduce the k-Schur functions, our fundamental
objects in LðkÞ:
Deﬁnition 7. For a k-bounded partition l; the k-Schur function is deﬁned recursively
by
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ T ðkÞl1 sl1 ½X s
ðkÞ
l2;l3;y
½X ; with sðkÞð Þ ½X  ¼ 1: ð3:8Þ
Explicit examples of the expansion of k-Schur functions in terms of Schur
functions are given, letting t ¼ 1; in the tables of Section 8.1.
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Since the space LðkÞ is simply L when k-N; we expect to recover sl from s
ðkÞ
l in
this case. The following property supports our assertion that the k-Schur functions
generalize the Schur functions.
Property 8. For any k-bounded partition l;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ sl½X  for hMðlÞpk: ð3:9Þ
Proof. Let l ¼ ðl1; l2;yÞ be a partition with l1pk and hMðlÞpk: In the case that
l ¼ ð Þ; by deﬁnition, sðkÞð Þ ½X  ¼ 1 ¼ sð Þ½X : Let #l ¼ ðl2; l3;yÞ and assume, by
induction on cðlÞ; that sðkÞ#l ½X  ¼ s#l½X : We proceed to show s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ sl½X : From
(2.12), we have that
sl½X  ¼ det
hl1 ½X  hl1þ1½X  ? hl1þc1½X 
hl21½X  hl2 ½X  ? hl2þc2½X 
^ ^ & ^
hlccþ1½X  hlccþ2½X  ? hlc ½X 


: ð3:10Þ
The expansion of this determinant about the ﬁrst row gives that the coefﬁcient of
hl1 ½X  is exactly s#l½X : Further, since all other terms in the ﬁrst row are of the form
hi½X ; with i4l1; we have
sl½X  ¼ hl1 ½X s#l½X  þ
X
m;m14l1
cmhm½X : ð3:11Þ
Property 2 gives that sl½X  ¼ GðkÞl ½X  since hMðlÞpk: Noting also that sl1 ½X  ¼
hl1 ½X ; (3.11) becomes
sl1 ½X s#l½X  ¼ G
ðkÞ
l ½X  
X
m;m14l1
cmhm½X : ð3:12Þ
Since sl1 ½X s#l½X  and GðkÞl ½X  both belong to LðkÞ;
P
m;m14l1
cmhm½X  is in LðkÞ and can
therefore be expanded in terms of G
ðkÞ
m ½X : This expansion, by the unitriangularity
property (3.6), yields
sl1 ½X s#l½X  ¼ GðkÞl ½X  
X
m;m14l1
dmG
ðkÞ
m ½X : ð3:13Þ
Since s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ T ðkÞl1 sl1 ½X s#l½X  by the induction hypothesis, applying Tl1 to this
expression gives
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ T ðkÞl1 G
ðkÞ
l ½X  
X
m;m14l1
dmG
ðkÞ
m ½X 
 !
¼ GðkÞl ½X  ¼ sl½X ; ð3:14Þ
thus proving the property. &
Remarkably, the k-Schur functions satisfy a unitriangularity property.
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Property 9. For any k-bounded partition l;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ hl½X  þ
X
m4l
m1pk
d
ðkÞ
lm hm½X  with dðkÞlm AZ: ð3:15Þ
Proof. Let l be a k-bounded partition. If l ¼ ðrÞ then hMðlÞpk and Property 8 gives
sðkÞr ½X  ¼ sr½X  ¼ hr½X : ð3:16Þ
Let #l denote the partition l without its ﬁrst part and assume by induction on cðlÞ
that
s
ðkÞ
#l
½X  ¼ h#l½X  þ
X
g4#l
g1pk
dghg½X  with dgAZ: ð3:17Þ
Substituting this expression into the deﬁnition s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ Tl1sl1 ½X sðkÞ#l ½X  gives
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼T ðkÞl1 hl½X  þ
X
g4#l;g1pk
dghðl1Þ,g½X 
0
@
1
A
¼T ðkÞl1 hl½X  þ
X
n4l;n1pk
cnhn½X 
 !
with cnAZ: ð3:18Þ
since g4#l) ðl1Þ,g4ðl1Þ,#l ¼ l: The unitriangularity relation (3.6) then gives
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ Tl1 GðkÞl ½X  þ
X
m4l
vmG
ðkÞ
m ½X 
 !
ð3:19Þ
¼ GðkÞl ½X  þ
X
m4l;m1¼l1
vmG
ðkÞ
m ½X  with vmAZ: ð3:20Þ
Using formula (3.6) again then proves the claim. &
Since LðkÞ ¼Lfhl½X gl;l1pk; this unitriangularity relation immediately implies
that the k-Schur functions form a basis.
Theorem 10. The k-Schur functions form a basis for LðkÞ: That is
LðkÞ ¼LfsðkÞl ½X gl1pk: ð3:21Þ
The unitriangularity relation also allows us to prove that the k-Schur functions
decompose into an integral sum of ðk þ 1Þ-Schur functions.
Property 11. For any k-bounded partition l;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ sðkþ1Þl ½X  þ
X
m4l
m1pkþ1
b
ðkþ1Þ
ml s
ðkþ1Þ
m ½X ; where bðkþ1Þml AZ: ð3:22Þ
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Proof. For g1pk þ 1; Property 9 gives the expansion
hg½X  ¼ sðkþ1Þg ½X  þ
X
m4g
m1pkþ1
dˆ ðkþ1Þmg s
ðkþ1Þ
m ½X ; where dˆ ðkþ1Þml AZ: ð3:23Þ
Substituting this expression into (3.15) gives, for l1pk;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X  ¼ hl½X  þ
X
m4l
m1pk
d
ðkÞ
ml hm½X ; where dðkÞml AZ ð3:24Þ
¼ sðkþ1Þl ½X  þ
X
m4l
m1pkþ1
b
ðkþ1Þ
ml s
ðkþ1Þ
m ½X ; where bðkþ1Þml AZ: & ð3:25Þ
In fact, we conjecture that bkþ1ml AN:
4. Irreducibility
Here, we study the product of certain Schur functions with a k-Schur function. In
particular, we are concerned with partitions of the form ðckþ1cÞ for c ¼ 1;y; k:
Hereafter, such a partition is referred to as a k-rectangle. A k-bounded partition with
no more than i parts equal to k  i; for i ¼ 0;y; k  1; is called an irreducible
partition. Otherwise, the partition is reducible.
Deﬁnition 12. A k-Schur function indexed by an irreducible partition is said to be
irreducible. Otherwise, the k-Schur function is called reducible.
For example, the irreducible k-Schur functions for k ¼ 1; 2; 3 are
k ¼ 1: sð1Þ0 ;
k ¼ 2: sð2Þ0 ; sð2Þ1 ;
k ¼ 3: sð3Þ0 ; sð3Þ1 ; sð3Þ2 ; sð3Þ1;1; sð3Þ2;1; sð3Þ2;1;1: ð4:1Þ
From our deﬁnition it follows that
Property 13 ([4]). There are k! distinct k-irreducible partitions.
The concept of irreducibility arose in our study of the multiplication of a k-Schur
function with a Schur function indexed by a k-rectangle. It happens that this
produces a single k-Schur function. More precisely, it was shown that
Theorem 14 ([5]). If l is a k-bounded partition, then
sðckcþ1Þ½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼ sðkÞl,ðckcþ1Þ½X : ð4:2Þ
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Therefore, given the k! irreducible k-Schur functions, any reducible s
ðkÞ
l is obtained
simply by the multiplication of a sequence of Schur functions indexed by k-
rectangles on the proper irreducible k-Schur function. The case that the k-rectangle
is the partition ðkÞ relies only on properties of the k-split polynomials. We include
the proof here.
Property 15. For l any k-bounded partition,
sk½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼ sðkÞk;l½X : ð4:3Þ
Proof. The unitriangular relation between the Schur functions and G
ðkÞ
l ½X  given in
(3.20) implies
sk½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼ sk GðkÞl ½X  þ
X
m4l;m1¼l1
v
ðkÞ
ml G
ðkÞ
m ½X 
 !
: ð4:4Þ
Property 4 then gives the action of sk½X  on a k-split polynomial, and we have
sk½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼ GðkÞk;l ½X  þ
X
m4l;m1¼l1
v
ðkÞ
ml G
ðkÞ
k;m½X : ð4:5Þ
Since each polynomial on the right-hand side of this expression is indexed by a
partition with ﬁrst component k; the expression is invariant under the action of the
projection operator T
ðkÞ
k : That is,
T
ðkÞ
k sk½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼T ðkÞk GðkÞk;l½X  þ
X
m4l;m1¼l1
v
ðkÞ
ml G
ðkÞ
k;m½X 
 !
¼GðkÞk;l½X  þ
X
m4l;m1¼l1
v
ðkÞ
ml G
ðkÞ
k;m½X :
The right-hand side in this expression is the same as that of (4.5) and we thus have
that by deﬁnition s
ðkÞ
k;l½X  ¼ T ðkÞk sk½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼ sk½X sðkÞl ½X : &
The role of Schur functions indexed by k-rectangles in the subring LðkÞ leads
naturally to the study of the quotient ring LðkÞ=Ik; where Ik denotes the ideal
generated by sðckþ1cÞ½X : It is shown in [4] that
Proposition 16. The homogeneous functions indexed by k-irreducible partitions form a
basis of the quotient ring LðkÞ=Ik:
Thus, the dimension of the quotient ring LðkÞ=Ik is k!: Since we have shown that
the k-Schur functions form a basis for LðkÞ; Theorem 14 implies
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Theorem 17. The irreducible k-Schur functions form a basis of the quotient ring
LðkÞ=Ik:
In fact, the irreducible k-Schur function basis offers a very beautiful way to carry
out operations in this quotient ring: ﬁrst work in LðkÞ using k-Schur functions and
then replace by zero all the k-Schur functions indexed by partitions which are not
k-irreducible.
5. Analogs of Schur function properties
Computer experimentation suggests that many of the fundamental properties of
Schur functions are shared by the k-Schur functions. We now state several of these
properties.
5.1. k-conjugation of a partition
We give a generalization of partition conjugation that is an involution
on k-bounded partitions, and reduces to usual conjugation of partitions for
large k:
A skew diagram D has hook-lengths bounded by k if the hook-length of any cell in
D is not larger than k: For a positive integer mpk; the k-multiplication m ðkÞ D is
the skew diagram %D obtained by prepending a column of length m to D such that the
number of rows of %D is as small as possible while ensuring that its hook-lengths are
bounded by k: For example,
ð5:1Þ
Deﬁnition 18. The k-conjugate of a k-bounded partition l ¼ ðl1;y; lnÞ; denoted
lok ; is the vector obtained by reading the number of boxes in each row of the skew
diagram,
D ¼ l1 ðkÞ?ðkÞ ln; ð5:2Þ
arising by k-multiplying the entries of l from right to left.
When k-N; lok ¼ l0 ¼ D since each k-multiplication step reduces to con-
catenating a column of height li: Further, the k-conjugate is an involution on
k-bounded partitions:
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Theorem 19 ([4]). ok is an involution on partitions bounded by k: That is, for l with
l1pk;
ðlokÞok ¼ l: ð5:3Þ
We have observed that the k-conjugation of a partition plays a natural role in the
generalization of classical Schur function properties. We now give two examples.
5.2. Pieri rules
Beautiful combinatorial algorithms are known for the Littlewood–Richardson
coefﬁcients that appear in a product of Schur functions;
sl½X sm½X  ¼
X
n
cnlmsn½X ; where cnlmAN: ð5:4Þ
Since LðkÞ is a ring, and we have shown that sðkÞl ½X  forms a basis for this space,
a similar expression holds for the product of two k-Schur functions. That is, for
k-bounded partitions l and m;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X sðkÞm ½X  ¼
X
n
c
n ðkÞ
lm s
ðkÞ
n ½X ; where cn ðkÞlm AZ; ð5:5Þ
where the integrality of c
n ðkÞ
lm follows from Property 9. Further, Property 8 says that
the k-Schur functions are simply the Schur functions when k is large, and therefore
c
n ðkÞ
lm ¼ cnlm for kXjnj: In fact, we believe the coefﬁcients are nonnegative for all k:
That is,
Conjecture 20. For all k-bounded partitions l;m; n; we have 0pcn ðkÞlm pcnlm:
In particular, (5.5) reduces to a k-generalization of the Pieri rule when l is a row
(resp. column) of length cpk since sðkÞl ½X  reduces to hc½X  (resp. ec½X ). That is,
for cpk;
hc½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼
X
mAEðkÞl;c
sðkÞm ½X  and ec½X sðkÞl ½X  ¼
X
mA %EðkÞl;c
sðkÞm ½X ; ð5:6Þ
for some sets of partitions E
ðkÞ
l;c and %E
ðkÞ
l;c ; which we believe naturally extend the Pieri
rules by:
Conjecture 21. For any positive integer cpk;
E
ðkÞ
l;c ¼ fm j m=l is a horizontal c-strip and mok=lok is a vertical c-stripg;
%E
ðkÞ
l;c ¼ fm j m=l is a vertical c-strip and mok=lok is a horizontal c-stripg:
ð5:7Þ
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For example, to obtain the indices of elements occurring in e2s
ð4Þ
3;2;1; we ﬁnd
ð3; 2; 1Þo4 ¼ ð2; 2; 1; 1Þ by deﬁnition. Adding a horizontal 2-strip to ð2; 2; 1; 1Þ in all
ways, we obtain ð2; 2; 2; 1; 1Þ; ð3; 2; 1; 1; 1Þ; ð3; 2; 2; 1Þ and ð4; 2; 1; 1Þ of which all are
4-bounded. Our set then consists of all the 4-conjugates of these partitions that leave
a vertical 2-strip when ð3; 2; 1Þ is extracted from them. The 4-conjugates are
ð5:8Þ
and of these, the ﬁrst three are such that a vertical 2-strip remains when ð3; 2; 1Þ is
extracted. Thus
e2½X sð4Þ3;2;1½X  ¼ sð4Þ3;3;2½X  þ sð4Þ3;2;2;1½X  þ sð4Þ3;2;1;1;1½X : ð5:9Þ
5.3. The involution o
It is known that the involution in (2.13) acts on a Schur function by
osl½X  ¼ sl0 ½X : ð5:10Þ
We thus examine the action of o on a k-Schur function since o preserves the space
LðkÞ by (3.1). The following natural generalization of (5.10) follows from our
conjectured k-Pieri rules:
Conjecture 22 (Consequence of Conjecture 21). For any k-bounded partition l;
osðkÞl ½X  ¼ sðkÞlok ½X : ð5:11Þ
Proof. Let C
ðkÞ
lm denote the coefﬁcients in the iteration of (5.6),
hl½X s0½X  ¼ hl1 ½X ?hlc ½X sðkÞ0 ½X  ¼
X
m: m1pk
C
ðkÞ
lm s
ðkÞ
m ½X : ð5:12Þ
Since such expressions uniquely determine s
ðkÞ
l ½X  for any k-bounded partition l; any
function Fm that satisfy
hl½X F0 ¼
X
m: m1pk
C
ðkÞ
lm Fm; F0 ¼ 1; ð5:13Þ
must be exactly s
ðkÞ
m ½X : Note that (2.13) and Conjecture 21 imply
hi½X oðsðkÞlok ½X Þ ¼ oðei½X s
ðkÞ
lok ½X Þ ¼
X
mA %EðkÞ
lok ;i
osðkÞm ½X : ð5:14Þ
Letting Fl ¼ osðkÞlok ½X ; we have F0 ¼ os
ðkÞ
0 ½X  ¼ o 
 1 ¼ 1; and
hi½X Fl ¼
X
mA %EðkÞ
lok ;i
Fmok ¼
X
mAEðkÞl;i
Fm ð5:15Þ
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and more generally,
hl½X F0 ¼
X
m: m1pk
C
ðkÞ
lm Fm: ð5:16Þ
Therefore, Fm ¼ sðkÞm ½X  and since Fm ¼ osðkÞmok ½X ; our claim follows. &
6. t-Extension
The ring of symmetric polynomials over rational functions in an extra
parameter t has proven to be of interest in many ﬁelds of mathematics and
physics. One natural basis of this space is given by the Hall–Littlewood poly-
nomials, Hl½X ; t; which provide t-analogs of the homogeneous symmetric functions
hl½X : Our approach employs vertex operators that arise in the recursive
construction for the Hall–Littlewood polynomials [3]. These operators can be
deﬁned [12], for cAZ; by
Bc ¼
XN
i¼0
siþc½X si½Xðt  1Þ>; ð6:1Þ
where for f ; g and h arbitrary symmetric functions, f> is such that on the scalar
product (2.16),
/f>g; hS ¼ /g; fhS: ð6:2Þ
The operators add an entry to the Hall–Littlewood polynomials, that is,
Hl½X ; t ¼ Bl1Hl2;y;lc ½X ; t for l1Xl2: ð6:3Þ
Further, since they satisfy the relation
BmBn ¼ tBnBm þ tBmþ1Bn1  Bn1Bmþ1; m; nAZ ð6:4Þ
and Bc 
 1 ¼ 0 if co0; their action on L can be computed algebraically.
We now consider an extension of the subspace LðkÞ given by
LðkÞt ¼LfHl½X ; tgl;l1pk: ð6:5Þ
It is clear that Lð1Þt DL
ð2Þ
t D?DL
ðNÞ
t ¼ L and thus that these subspaces provide a
ﬁltration for L: Note that LðkÞt can be equivalently deﬁned [8] as
LðkÞt ¼Lfsl½X=ð1 tÞgl;l1pk or L
ðkÞ
t ¼LfHl½X ; q; tgl;l1pk: ð6:6Þ
Again, we want elements that play the role in LðkÞt that the Schur functions play in L:
In particular, since LðNÞt ¼ L; we want a basis for LðkÞt that reduces to the Schur
functions when k is large.
Our construction of these elements will naturally extend Deﬁnition 7 for the
k-Schur functions in the case t ¼ 1: First, multiplication by sl1 ½X  is replaced by
the action of the operator Bl1 : Then, the projection operator T
ðkÞ
l1
is replaced by a
t-analogous operator which, to deﬁne, requires an appropriate extension of the
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k-split polynomials. Recent developments in the theory of symmetric functions aid
us with this task.
6.1. k-split polynomials
Important in our work with the k-Schur functions is a family of poly-
nomials, studied in many recent papers such as [7,9–12], that give a t-analog
of the product of Schur functions. These functions, indexed by a sequence
of partitions, can be built recursively using vertex operators [12]. For a partition l
of length m; deﬁne
Bl 
Y
1piojpm
ð1 teijÞBl1?Blm ; ð6:7Þ
where eij acts by
eijðBl1?BlmÞ ¼ Bl1?Bliþ1?Blj1?Blm : ð6:8Þ
For any sequence of partitions ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;yÞ; the generalized Schur function
product is then deﬁned recursively by
Hðlð1Þ;lð2Þ;lð3Þ;yÞ½X ; t ¼ Blð1ÞHðlð2Þ;lð3Þ;yÞ½X ; t; ð6:9Þ
starting with Hð Þ ¼ 1: Note that since Bl 
 1 ¼ sl½X ; we have that
HðlÞ½X ; t ¼ sl½X : ð6:10Þ
Appendix A.1 gives an earlier formulation [11] forHðlð1Þ;lð2Þ;yÞ½X ; t: Note in [12], Bl
is denoted Htl and is given in terms of generating series. Formula (6.7) can be
extracted from their formula (17).
It was shown [11] that for a sequence of partitions, S ¼ ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;yÞ;
HS½X ; t ¼
X
mAjlð1Þjþjlð2Þjþ?
Km;SðtÞsm½X ; where Km;SðtÞAZ½t: ð6:11Þ
Since when t ¼ 1 the action of Bl on an arbitrary function f reduces to
multiplication by sl½X ;
Blf ¼ sl½X  f : ð6:12Þ
The Km;SðtÞ are known as generalized Kostka polynomials since, in this case, they
satisfy
Km;Sð1Þ ¼ /sm½X ; slð1Þ ½X slð2Þ ½X ?S: ð6:13Þ
For our purposes, we consider only theHS½X ; t indexed by a dominant sequence
S: That is, sequences of partitions S ¼ ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;yÞ such that the concatenation of
lð1Þ; lð2Þ;y; denoted %S; forms a partition. In this case, we prove thatHS½X ; t obeys
important unitriangular relations.
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Property 23. If S is dominant, with %S ¼ l; then
HS½X ; t ¼ sl½X  þ
X
m4l
Km;SðtÞsm½X ; where Km;SðtÞAZ½t; ð6:14Þ
HS½X ; t ¼ Hl½X  þ
X
m4l
Cm;SðtÞHm½X ; where Cm;SðtÞAZ½t: ð6:15Þ
Proof. See Appendix A.2 and note that Proposition A1, with Proposition A4, prove
relation (6.14). The second identity then follows from unitriangularity (2.21) of sl½X 
in terms of Hm½X ; t: &
We have discovered that a particular subset of the HS not only form a basis for
LðkÞt ; but are essential in the construction of the k-Schur functions.
Deﬁnition 24. The k-split polynomials are deﬁned, for a k-bounded partition l; by
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼HS½X ; t; where S ¼ l-k is the k-split of l: ð6:16Þ
SinceHS½X ; t reduces to the product of Schur functions indexed by elements of S
when t ¼ 1;
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; 1 ¼ GðkÞl ½X  ð6:17Þ
and therefore, G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t is a proper t-generalization of the GðkÞl ½X  introduced in
Section 3.
It develops that the k-split polynomials satisfy properties analogous to those
held by the k-split polynomials at t ¼ 1: We ﬁrst show that the GðkÞl ½X ; t actually
lie in the space LðkÞt : To this end, we start by showing that operators Bi preserve
this space.
Proposition 25. If fALðkÞt then Bi fAL
ðkÞ
t for all integers ipk:
This claim follows from a preliminary result on subspaces of LðkÞt : More precisely,
for aAZ and bAN; with apb; we deﬁne
Lða;bÞt ¼LfHl½X ; tgapl1pb ð6:18Þ
and Lða;bÞt ¼ Lð0;bÞt for ao0: In particular, LðkÞt ¼ Lð0;kÞt and Lða;bÞt DLðkÞt if bpk: Thus,
Proposition 25 is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 26. If fALðkÞt then Bi fAL
ði;kÞ
t for all integers ipk:
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Proof. The assertion holds for i ¼ k since BkHl½X ; t ¼ Hðk;l1;l2;yÞ½X ; tALðk;kÞt :
Assume by induction that for all fALðkÞt ;
Bi fAL
ði;kÞ
t ; joipk: ð6:19Þ
Thus, it sufﬁces to show that BjHl½X ; tALðj;kÞt :
We prove this claim by induction on cðlÞ: First, BjHð Þ½X ; t ¼ HðjÞ½X ; tALðj;kÞt for
jX0 and otherwise BjHð Þ½X ; t ¼ 0ALð0;kÞt ¼ Lðj;kÞ: Now, let l ¼ ðl1;y; lnÞ be a k-
bounded partition and assume BjH#l½X ; tAL
ðj;kÞ
t for all #l ¼ ðl2;y; lnÞ: If l1pj then
BjHl½X ; t ¼ Hðj;l1;l2;yÞALðj;kÞt by (6.3). Now consider l1 ¼ j þ 1: The commutation
relation (6.4) reduces to BjHl ¼ BjBjþ1H#l ¼ tBjþ1BjH#l: Since f ¼ BjH#lAL
ðj;kÞ
t DL
ðkÞ
t
by assumption, BjHl ¼ tBjþ1fALðjþ1;kÞt DLðj;kÞt by (6.19). Finally, for l14j þ 1 we
again use (6.4) to obtain BjHl ¼ BjBl1H#l ¼ tBl1BjH#l þ tBjþ1Bl11H#l 
Bl11Bjþ1H#l: Regarding the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side, our assumption gives
that BjH#lAL
ðj;kÞ
t DL
ðkÞ
t and then using (6.19), tBl1BjH#lAL
ðl1;kÞ
t DL
ðj;kÞ
t since l14j:
Similar reasoning applies to the second and third term, and we thus have
BjHlAL
ðj;kÞ
t ; proving our claim. &
Now, given that LðkÞt is invariant under Bi; we can prove a more general statement
that will imply the k-split polynomials lie in LðkÞt :
Proposition 27. If l is a partition with hMðlÞpk; then BlfALðkÞt for any fALðkÞt :
Proof. An operator version of the Jacobi–Trudi determinant (2.12) is given by (6.7).
Thus, the expansion of Bl in terms of products of the operators Bi yields only terms
Bi with ipk: Proposition 25 then implies the result. &
Property 28. For any k-bounded partition l; we have that
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; tALðkÞt : ð6:20Þ
Proof. Recursion (6.9) for HS allows us to restate Deﬁnition 24 as,
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ Blð1Þ?BlðnÞ 
 1; where l-k ¼ ðlð1Þ;y; lðnÞÞ: ð6:21Þ
Since all hMðlðiÞÞpk; Proposition 27 implies BlðnÞ 
 1ALðkÞt given 1ALðkÞt : By induction,
assuming Blð2Þ?BlðnÞ 
 1ALðkÞt ; Proposition 27 veriﬁes our claim. &
Property 29. We have
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ Hl½X ; t þ
X
m4l;m1pk
g
ðkÞ
lm ðtÞHm½X ; t; where gðkÞlm ðtÞAZ½t: ð6:22Þ
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Proof. The k-split polynomials can be expanded in terms of Hall–Littlewood
polynomials indexed by k-bounded partitions since Property 28 proves they lie in
LðkÞt : Then, by the unitriangular expansion of HS given in (6.15), G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼
Hl-k ½X ; t has the asserted unitriangularity. &
Property 30. Let l be such that hMðlÞpk: Then,
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ sl½X : ð6:23Þ
Proof. G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼HðlÞ½X ; t since l-k ¼ ðlÞ for hMðlÞpk: The claim then follows
from (6.10), which states that HðlÞ½X ; t ¼ sl½X  for all l: &
Theorem 31. The k-split polynomials form a basis of LðkÞt :
Proof. Since LðkÞt is the span of Hall–Littlewood polynomials indexed by k-bounded
partitions and G
ðkÞ
l are also indexed by k-bounded partitions, the theorem follows
from Property 29. &
6.2. k-Schur functions
As with the t ¼ 1 case, although the k-split polynomials form a basis for LðkÞt ; they
do not play the fundamental role that the Schur functions do for L: However, these
polynomials are needed in the construction of our Schur analog, s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t: We use a
projection operator, %T
ðkÞ
j ; for jpk; that acts linearly on L
ðkÞ
t by
%T
ðkÞ
j G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼
G
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t if l1 ¼ j;
0 otherwise:
(
ð6:24Þ
Deﬁnition 32. For k-bounded partition l; the k-Schur functions are recursively
deﬁned
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ %TðkÞl1 Bl1s
ðkÞ
ðl2;l3;yÞ½X ; t; where s
ðkÞ
ð Þ ½X ; t ¼ 1: ð6:25Þ
Tables of k-Schur functions in terms of Schur functions can be found in Section 8.1.
When t ¼ 1; from (6.12) and (6.17), we recover the k-Schur functions of
Deﬁnition 7, that is,
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; 1 ¼ sðkÞl ½X : ð6:26Þ
We now prove several other properties satisﬁed by the k-Schur functions.
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Property 33. For l a k-bounded partition, we have
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ GðkÞl ½X ; t þ
X
m4l
m1¼l1
u
ðkÞ
ml ðtÞGðkÞm ½X ; t; where uðkÞml ðtÞAZ½t: ð6:27Þ
Proof. The assertion holds for s
ðkÞ
ð Þ ½X ; t ¼ 1 ¼ GðkÞð Þ ½X ; t by deﬁnition. Let l ¼
ðl1;y; lnÞ be a k-bounded partition and assume by induction on n that the property
is true for #l ¼ ðl2;y; lnÞ: Deﬁnition 32 gives that sðkÞl ½X ; t ¼ %TðkÞl1 Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t: By the
induction hypothesis, we have
Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t ¼ Bl1 GðkÞ#l ½X ; t þ
X
m4#l;m1¼#l1
um#lðtÞGðkÞm ½X ; t
0
@
1
A; um#lðtÞAZ½t:
ð6:28Þ
Recall the k-split polynomial is deﬁned (6.16) by G
ðkÞ
g ¼Hg-k ; and thus we have
Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t ¼Bl1 H#l-k ½X ; t þ
X
m4#l;m1¼#l1
um#lðtÞHm-k ½X ; t
0
@
1
A
¼Hððl1Þ;#l-kÞ½X ; t þ
X
m4#l;m1¼#l1
um#lðtÞHððl1Þ;m-kÞ½X ; t: ð6:29Þ
m1 ¼ #l1 ¼ l2pl1 implies that ððl1Þ; #l-kÞ and ððl1Þ; m-kÞ are dominant sequences.
Further, #lom implies that l ¼ ðl1Þ,#loðl1Þ,m: Therefore, unitriangularity ofHS
(6.15) further gives that
Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t ¼ Hl½X ; t þ
X
m4l
vmlðtÞHm½X ; t; vmlðtÞAZ½t: ð6:30Þ
s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; tALðkÞt since the induction hypothesis gives that it can be expanded in terms
of G
ðkÞ
m ½X ; t: Thus, Bl1sðkÞ#l ½X ; tAL
ðkÞ
t by Proposition 25 and therefore the coefﬁcients
vmlðtÞ are nonzero only for m1pk: Eq. (6.30) then becomes
Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t ¼ Hl½X ; t þ
X
m4l;m1pk
vmlðtÞHm½X ; t; vmlðtÞAZ½t: ð6:31Þ
Unitriangularity between Hall–Littlewood polynomials and k-split polynomials
gives
Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t ¼ GðkÞl ½X ; t þ
X
m4l;m1pk
umlðtÞGðkÞm ½X ; t; umlðtÞAZ½t: ð6:32Þ
Applying %T
ðkÞ
l1
to both sides of this expression, we arrive at
%T
ðkÞ
l1
Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t ¼ GðkÞl ½X ; t þ
X
m4l;m1¼l1
umlðtÞGðkÞm ½X ; t; umlðtÞAZ½t: ð6:33Þ
Since s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ %TðkÞl1 Bl1s
ðkÞ
#l
½X ; t; we have our claim. &
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The following theorem is an immediate consequence of this property.
Theorem 34. The k-Schur functions form a basis of LðkÞt :
We can thus reﬁne the expansion (2.21) of Hall–Littlewood polynomials in terms
of Schur functions.
Property 35. For any k-bounded partition l;
Hl½X ; t ¼ sðkÞl ½X ; t þ
X
m4l: m1pk
K
ðkÞ
ml ðtÞsðkÞm ½X ; t; where K ðkÞml ðtÞAZ½t: ð6:34Þ
Proof. The integrality of K
ðkÞ
ml ðtÞ follows from the unitriangularity and integrality in
Properties 29 and 33. &
This unitriangular expansion helps us prove that the k-Schur functions decompose
integrally into ðk þ 1Þ-Schur functions.
Property 36. For any k-bounded partitions l;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ sðkþ1Þl ½X ; t þ
X
m4l: m1pk
d
ðkþ1Þ
ml ðtÞsðkþ1Þm ½X ; t; dðkþ1Þml ðtÞAZ½t: ð6:35Þ
Proof. Property 35 implies that, for any k-bounded partition l;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ Hl½X ; t þ
X
m4l: m1pk
%K
ðkÞ
ml ðtÞHm½X ; t; where %KðkÞml ðtÞAZ½t: ð6:36Þ
Then, since l1pkok þ 1; we can substitute (6.34) (with k-k þ 1) into this
expansion to obtain
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ sðkþ1Þl ½X ; t þ
X
m4l: m1pkþ1
b
ðkþ1Þ
ml ðtÞsðkþ1Þm ½X ; t; bðkÞml ðtÞAZ½t: &
ð6:37Þ
Moreover, by our triangularity and integrality properties and (2.21), we also have
integrality of the coefﬁcients in the Schur function expansion of a k-Schur function.
That is,
Property 37. For any k-bounded partition l;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ sl½X  þ
X
m4l
v
ðkÞ
ml ðtÞsm½X ; where vðkÞml ðtÞAZ½t: ð6:38Þ
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This unitriangularity property, given that the coefﬁcients in the Schur function
expansion of the Macdonald polynomials are polynomials in q and t with integral
coefﬁcients, implies
Property 38. For any k-bounded partition l;
Hl½X ; q; t ¼
X
m: m1pk
K
ðkÞ
ml ðq; tÞsðkÞm ½X ; t; where KðkÞml ðq; tÞAZ½q; t: ð6:39Þ
Now, to further support the idea that the s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t provide a reﬁnement for Schur
function theory, we must show that they reduce to the usual sl½X  when k-N: This
result relies on a lemma.
Lemma 39. If l is a partition with hMðlÞpk then %TðkÞl1 Blf ¼ %T
ðkÞ
l1
Bl1B#l f for all
fALðkÞt :
Proof. We need to show that, for fALðkÞt ; %T
ðkÞ
l1
ðBl  Bl1B#lÞ 
 f ¼ 0: (6.7) gives
Bl ¼
Y
2pjpcðlÞ
ð1 te1jÞBl1
Y
2piojpcðlÞ
ð1 teijÞBl2?Bln
¼
Y
2pjpcðlÞ
ð1 te1jÞBl1B#l: ð6:40Þ
In the expansion of this product, with the exception of the term Bl1B#l; each term
contains at least one e1j; which increases the index of Bl1 : Therefore, using the
argument of Proposition 27, we have
Bl ¼ Bl1B#l þ
XcðlÞ1
i¼1
ciðtÞBl1þiOi; ciðtÞAZ½t; ð6:41Þ
where Oi is a product of Bj ’s with jpk: Proposition 25 states that Bi fALðkÞt for
fALðkÞt and ipk and it is thus clear that Oi 
 fALðkÞt : Furthermore, since l1 þ
ipl1 þ cðlÞ  1 ¼ hMðlÞpk; we have Bl1þiOi 
 fAlðl1þi;kÞt DLðl1þ1;kÞt by Lemma 26.
Thus, from expression (6.41),
ðBl  Bl1B#lÞ 
 f ¼
XcðlÞ1
i¼1
ciðtÞBl1þiOi 
 fALðl1þ1;kÞt : ð6:42Þ
The deﬁnition of Lðl1þ1;kÞt ; with unitriangularity in Proposition 29, then gives the
expansions
ðBl  Bl1B#lÞ 
 f ¼
X
m;l1þ1pm1pk
bmðtÞHm½X ; t ¼
X
m;mXl1þ1
dmðtÞGðkÞm ½X ; t: ð6:43Þ
Finally, acting with %T
ðkÞ
l1
; we have %T
ðkÞ
l1
ðBl1B#l 
 f  Bl 
 f Þ ¼ 0: &
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Property 40. For any k-bounded partition l;
s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ sl½X  if hMðlÞpk: ð6:44Þ
Proof. We proceed by induction on cðlÞ: First, sðkÞð Þ ½X ; t ¼ 1 ¼ sð Þ½X : Let l ¼
ðl1;y; lnÞ be a k-bounded partition with hMðlÞpk: If #l ¼ ðl2;y; lnÞ then
hMð#lÞphMðlÞ and induction implies sðkÞ#l ½X ; t ¼ s#l½X : Thus, s
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼
%T
ðkÞ
l1
Bl1s#l½X  and it sufﬁces to show %T
ðkÞ
l1
Bl1s#l½X  ¼ sl½X : Since (6.10) gives that
Bm 
 1 ¼ sm½X ; we need only show %TðkÞl1 Bl1B#l 
 1 ¼ Bl 
 1; or %T
ðkÞ
l1
ðBl  Bl1B#lÞ 
 1 ¼ 0:
This result follows from the special case f ¼ 1ALðkÞt of the previous lemma. &
7. Irreducibility and k-conjugation
The concept of irreducibility introduced in Section 4 extends naturally in the space
LðkÞt : In fact, the following t-analog of Theorem 14 holds:
Theorem 41 ([5]). For any k-bounded partition l;
Bðckcþ1Þs
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ tnsðkÞl,ðckcþ1Þ½X ; t; ð7:1Þ
where tn stands for some power of t given in [5].
This theorem implies that when k ¼ 2; any k-Schur function can be built
using a sequence of operators B2 and B1;1 applied to either s
ð2Þ
1 ½X ; t ¼ s1½X 
or s
ð2Þ
ð Þ ½X ; t ¼ sð Þ½X  ¼ 1: Thus, there is a connection between the k-Schur
functions and the positive functions introduced in [6,14] and, from [12],
to the generalized Kostka polynomials of [11]. This connection implies
that our reﬁnement (1.1) of Macdonald’s original positivity conjecture holds when
k ¼ 2:
With regard to extending Conjecture 22 to the general case, we ﬁrst note that the
involution o is not well deﬁned on LðkÞt : That is, an element fAL
ðkÞ
t may be such that
ofeLðkÞt : However, there is a simple generalization for o that preserves L
ðkÞ
t : Let ot
be deﬁned on an element fAL; by
ot f ¼ ðof Þjt-1=t: ð7:2Þ
For instance, if f ¼Pm cmðq; tÞsm½X ; we have
ot f ¼
X
m
cmðq; 1=tÞsm0 ½X : ð7:3Þ
Since o is an involution, ot is also. In fact, it is well deﬁned on L
ðkÞ
t :
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Proposition 42. If fALðkÞt ; then ot fAL
ðkÞ
t :
Proof. Since LðkÞt can also be deﬁned as L
ðkÞ
t ¼Lfsl½X=ð1 tÞgl;l1pk; it sufﬁces to
show, for any partition l;
otsl½X=ð1 tÞ ¼ ðtÞjljsl½X=ð1 tÞ: ð7:4Þ
Let %X denote the alphabet X where xi- xi for all i: That is, P½ %X ¼
Pðx1;x2;yÞ for an arbitrary symmetric function P½X  ¼ Pðx1; x2;yÞ: Note,
this implies that if P½X  is homogeneous of degree d; then P½ %X ¼ ð1ÞdP½X : Since o
acts on P½X  by oP½X  ¼ P½ %X; we thus have
otsl½X=ð1 tÞ ¼ sl½ %X=ð1 1=tÞ ¼ sl½t %X=ð1 tÞ ¼ ðtÞjljsl½X=ð1 tÞ;
ð7:5Þ
which completes the proof. &
The action of ot on a k-Schur function appears to take a simple form generalizing
Conjecture 22.
Conjecture 43. For any k-bounded partition l;
ots
ðkÞ
l ½X ; t ¼ tcðlÞsðkÞlok ½X ; t; ð7:6Þ
where cðlÞ is some nonnegative integer.
Another unique property of the Schur functions is the expansion
sl½X þ Y  ¼
X
jmjþjrj¼jlj
clmrsm½X sr½Y ; where clmrAN: ð7:7Þ
We have found by experimentation that the k-Schur functions also satisfy a similar
relation.
Conjecture 44. For any k-bounded partition,
s
ðkÞ
l ½X þ Y ; t ¼
X
jmjþjrj¼jlj
glmrðtÞsðkÞm ½X ; tsðkÞr ½Y ; t; where glmrAN½t: ð7:8Þ
8. Tables
In the tables below, we have not included the cases when kXjlj; which, from
Property 40, simply correspond to the trivial cases sl½X ; t ¼ sl½X :
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8.1. k-Schur functions in terms of Schur functions
These tables are to be read by rows. For example, when k=2, and the degree is 4,
the third row gives, s
ð2Þ
2;2½X ; t ¼ s2;2½X  þ ts3;1½X  þ t2s4½X :
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8.2. Macdonald polynomials in terms of k-Schur functions
These tables are to be read by rows. For example, when k ¼ 2 and the degree is 3,
the ﬁrst row reads; H1;1;1½X ; q; t ¼ sð2Þ1;1;1½X ; t þ t2sð2Þ2;1½X ; t:
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Appendix A
A.1. Definition of HS½X ; t [11]
Consider a sequence of partitions S ¼ ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ; lð3Þ;yÞ with Zi parts (some of
which may be zero) in lðiÞ: If Z ¼ ðZ1; Z2;yÞ and cðSÞ  jZj ¼ n; we set
RootsZ ¼ fði; jÞ j 1pipZ1 þ?þ Zkojpn for some lg: ðA:1Þ
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The formal power series is then deﬁned, for the alphabet Xn ¼ x1 þ?þ xn; by
BZ½Xn; t ¼
Y
ði; jÞARootsZ
1
1 txi=xj: ðA:2Þ
Given a function f ðx1;y; xnÞ; the action of a permutation s of Sn is deﬁned by
sf ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ ¼ f ðxsð1Þ; xsð2Þ;y; xsðnÞÞ: ðA:3Þ
If A is the antisymmetrizer,
P
sASn signðsÞs; and d ¼ ðn  1; n  2;y; 0Þ; the
operator p is deﬁned as
pðf Þ ¼ Aðxdf Þ=AðxdÞ: ðA:4Þ
Denoting the concatenation of the partitions in S by %S; we then have the generating
series
HS½Xn; t ¼ pðx %SBZ½X ; tÞ: ðA:5Þ
Since p sends a polynomial in the variables of Xn to a symmetric polynomial, HS is
symmetric in Xn: Letting Pn be the set of elements of Z
n whose entries are weakly
decreasing, we can thus write
HS½Xn; t ¼
X
oAPn
Ko;SðtÞso½Xn: ðA:6Þ
Considering only partitions of jSj  jlð1Þj þ jlð2Þj þ?; we ﬁnally deﬁne the
symmetric polynomial
HS½Xn; t ¼
X
mAjSj
Km;SðtÞsm½Xn: ðA:7Þ
Note that if S0 denotes the sequence of partitions obtained by appending the
partition ð0cÞ to a sequence of partitions S; then jS0j ¼ jSj: In this case, we can show
that
HS0 ½Xnþc ¼
X
mAjS0 j
Km;S0 ðtÞsm½Xnþc ¼
X
mAjSj
Km;SðtÞsm½Xnþc; ðA:8Þ
that is,HS0 ½Xnþc is equal toHS½Xn-Xnþc: The number of variables inHS½Xn is
thus irrelevant (as long as it is large enough) and therefore, at times, we work with
the inﬁnite alphabet X :
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A.2. Properties of the generalized Kostka polynomials
It is known that the coefﬁcients Km;SðtÞ obey a Morris-type recurrence. Starting
with a one-element sequence S ¼ ðlð1ÞÞ; we have
Km;SðtÞ ¼ 1 if m ¼ l
ð1Þ;
0 otherwise:
(
ðA:9Þ
Then for an arbitrary sequence S ¼ ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;yÞ; letting m ¼ cðlð1ÞÞ and
Sˆ ¼ ðlð2Þ; lð3Þ;yÞ; Km;SðtÞ satisﬁes the recurrence
Km;SðtÞ ¼
X
wASn=ðSmSnmÞ
ð1ÞcðwÞtjaðwÞjjlð1Þj
X
nAjSˆj
cn
aðwÞ=lð1Þ;bðwÞKn;SˆðtÞ; ðA:10Þ
where w runs over minimal length coset representatives, and where aðwÞ and bðwÞ are
the ﬁrst m and last n  m parts of the weight w1ðmþ dÞ  d; respectively. Note that
bðwÞ is always a partition, and that the wth summand is understood to be zero unless
all the parts of aðwÞ are nonnegative and aðwÞ+lð1Þ: Further, cn
aðwÞ=lð1Þ;bðwÞ is the
Littlewood–Richardson coefﬁcient
cn
aðwÞ=lð1Þ;bðwÞ ¼ /saðwÞ=lð1Þ ½X sbðwÞ½X ; sn½X S: ðA:11Þ
Note that any element w of Sn=ðSm  SnmÞ is of the form
½½i1;y; im  ½i1;y; im; 1;y; iˆ1;y; iˆm;y; n; 1pi1o?oimpn; ðA:12Þ
where 1;y; iˆ1;y; iˆm;y; n denotes the sequence 1;y; n with the elements i1;y; im
omitted. Since any permutation w ¼ ½w1;y; wn satisﬁes
w1ðmþ dÞ  d ¼ ðmw1  ðw1  1Þ;y;mwn  ðwn  nÞÞ ðA:13Þ
in the case that w ¼ ½½i1;y; im; (A.12) implies that
ðm1;y; mmÞ+aðwÞ ðA:14Þ
and
mj ¼ ðbðwÞÞjm for all j4im: ðA:15Þ
We now prove two properties held by the generalized Kostka polynomials, Km;SðtÞ;
when the sequence S is dominant, that is, when %S is a partition.
Proposition A1. If S is a dominant sequence of partitions with %S ¼ m; then Km;SðtÞ ¼ 1:
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Proof. For S with one element, the claim follows from (A.9). Let S ¼ ðlð1Þ; lð2Þ;yÞ;
with cðlð1ÞÞ ¼ m: Since %S ¼ m; we have K #m;Sˆ ¼ 1; where #mðmmþ1; mmþ2;yÞ; by
induction on the number of elements in S: Consider the wth summand of (A.10).
Since the only nonzero terms occur when aðwÞ+lð1Þ ¼ ðm1;y; mmÞ; and
aðwÞDðm1;y; mmÞ by (A.14), the only term is when aðwÞ ¼ lð1Þ and bðwÞ ¼ ðSˆÞ 
#m: Thus, Km;SðtÞ ¼ cn0; #mK #m;Sˆ ¼ K #m;Sˆ ¼ 1; since cn0;g ¼ 0 unless n ¼ g: &
We are also able to prove that many of the generalized Kostka polynomials
vanish. To this end, we need the following two lemmas. The ﬁrst lemma concerns the
Littlewood–Richardson coefﬁcients.
Lemma A2. Let n; a; l and b be partitions and let N ¼ jaj  jlj: If bN  ðb1 þ
N; b2; b3;yÞ then cna=l;b ¼ 0 when n4/ bN :
Proof. Given sa=l ¼
P
rAN drsr; we have, by deﬁnition, c
n
a=l;b ¼
P
rAN drc
n
r;b:
Therefore, the lemma will hold if we can show that cnr;b ¼ 0 for all rAN when
n4/ bN : Since rAN implies r0XðNÞ0; we have ðr0,b0Þ0pððNÞ0,b0Þ0 ¼ bN : But
Property 1 gives that cnr;b ¼ 0 unless npðr0,b0Þ0: Thus, cnr;b ¼ 0 unless
npðr0,b0Þ0pbN ; that is cnr;b ¼ 0 when n4/ bN : &
Lemma A3. Let m and l be partitions such that m5/ l; and let a and b denote,
respectively, the first m and last n  m parts of w1ðmþ dÞ  d for wASn=ðSm  SnmÞ:
If a+ðl1;y; lmÞ then bN5/ ðlmþ1;y; lnÞ; where bN is as defined in Lemma A2.
Proof. Since w ¼ ½½i1;y; im; (A.14) implies ðm1;y; mmÞ+a: Thus, given
a+ðl1;y; lmÞ;
lrparpmr for all rpm: ðA:16Þ
Now, m5/ l implies that there exists some i that is the smallest integer such that
m1 þ?þ miol1 þ?þ li: ðA:17Þ
This necessarily implies that mioli; and therefore i4m by (A.16). We now prove a
result from which the lemma will then follow. That is, beyond the ith entry, a,b is
identical to m:
a,b ¼ ð;y;; bimþ1;y; bnmÞ ¼ ð;y;; miþ1;y; mnÞ: ðA:18Þ
The lemma follows since jaj þ jbj ¼ ja,bj ¼ jmj implies by (A.18) that jaj þ b1 þ
?þ bim ¼ ða,bÞ1 þ?þ ða,bÞi ¼ m1 þ?þ mi: Which is to say that jaj þ b1 þ
?þ bimol1 þ?þ lm þ lmþ1 þ?þ li; by (A.17). With N ¼ jaj  ðl1 þ?þ
lmÞ; we then have N þ b1 þ?þ bimolmþ1 þ?þ li; which gives
bN5/ ðlmþ1;y; lnÞ: &
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Proof. We ﬁrst show that beyond the ith entry, w1ðmþ dÞ  d and m are identical;
w1ðmþ dÞ  d ¼ ð;y;; bimþ1;y; bnmÞ ¼ ð;y;; miþ1;y; mnÞ:
ðA:19Þ
With mioli and i4m; we have mioliplm and thus miolmpam by (A.16). Further,
using (A.13), we have that am ¼ mim  ðim  mÞpmim since imXm: Thus, mioampmim ;
which gives imoi: Hence, since bjm ¼ mj for all j4im by (A.15), this also holds for
j4i; that is, ðbimþ1;y; bnmÞ ¼ ðmiþ1;y; mnÞ: Now, given (A.19), we will show
(A.18). Note that a,b is the rearrangement of w1ðmþ dÞ  d: Since b is a partition,
the rearrangement will not concern the entries of b: mioam implies that bimþ1 ¼
miþ1pmioam (i.e. bimþ1 is smaller than the smallest element of a), and we have
a,b ¼ ð;y;; bimþ1;y;bnmÞ ¼ ð;y;; miþ1;y; mnÞ: &
We can now prove the following statement concerning the generalized Kostka
polynomials.
Proposition A4. If S is dominant with %S ¼ l; then Km;SðtÞ ¼ 0 for m5/ l:
Proof. If S ¼ ðlð1ÞÞ has only one element, then (A.9) gives that Km;SðtÞ ¼ 0 when
m5/ lð1Þ: Assume by induction on the number of parts of S that Kn;SˆðtÞ ¼ 0 for all
n5/ %ˆS: We now show that the right-hand side of (A.10) is zero for m5/ %S ¼ l: Since the
wth summand is nonzero only when aðwÞ+ðlð1ÞÞ; the conditions of Lemma A3 are
satisﬁed. Therefore, bðwÞN is such that bðwÞN5/ ðSˆÞ: Since Lemma A2 gives that
cn
aðwÞ=lð1Þ;bðwÞ ¼ 0 when n4/ bðwÞ
N ; the only nonzero terms in the sum occur when
npbðwÞN ; with %ˆS4/ bðwÞN : If we assumed nX %ˆS; then %ˆSpnpbðwÞN would imply
%ˆSpbðwÞN : By contradiction, we have that the nonzero terms occur when n5/ %ˆS: Our
induction hypothesis then proves all terms are zero. &
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